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ABSTRACT .

Semantic theoiyi its relationship to_comprehension'i
the nature and function of semanc_memory4;and_results_of_some:
research on semantic:memory and bilinguals_are discussed through a
review of recent literature. The_findings discussed seem to_confirm"
these general observations regarding semantic memory and_bilinguals:
(1) theFe is integration and storage of semantic..information;fiom
various modalities_in memory; (2) one_semantic memory exists in

-bilinguals with labels from each of the language. systems; (3) the
preferred processing strategies_of early bilinguals for'verbal
stimuli are analytic and semantic;(4)_vocabulary items from
different.languages_aretclosely and automatically connected -in
semantic memory, -and thebili:ngual can turn off his nonacti4e
language;_(5)_bilinguals process semantic memory information in the
Sahib way in their two languages in the same manner as monolinguals;
and -(6) semantic relationships between words in different-languiges
influence tasks involving secondary memory; Semantic memory ih ;- _

bilinguals remains a challenging research topics since there is much
more to learn. (MSE),
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Semantic.Theory, Comprehension, and Bilingualism.

.

Semantica is the study of meaning which highlT
v.-cerebral-mechanisms are able% to abstract from a series of

Points of view or opinions stated in this docu
moot ar, not nirtrcsseray represent othotaINIE
positionrepolv-v

compkek

TD

utterances be they. words, phrases, or clauses whith hsve.been

-comKunicated to- the listener by the speaker in giyen situational

ftPsocial contexts. This meaning or series of meanings are then

storedin - semantic mem,ry-for,retrieva1 and.use in similar or

divers communication situations.J;atz an&Fodor (1963) studied

semantics an.sugge§ted that a semantic theory should be able to
.

,.,

describe three things: the dictionaly, semantic rules, and seman-

tic interpretations. Once=theividuaI has partially inter-
.

pret,pd- the meanings' of single words, he should be able to derive

the meanings of'sentences,through the ,use ofsemantic rules and

semantic interpretations. (1)

Semantic features-are extremely helpful.to the human brain

for they present more information about a given word than the

dictionary entry'itseIf; They indicate to the researcher and to

the speaker thole features dr characteristics shared by the senses

or interpretations of a,given word.

Semantics is- intimately related to the study of comprehension;

for it is through this intellectual activity that we understand

what is communicated to us; Comprehension may be considered as

psychological processes consisting principally of two cerebral

operations: a) the encoding of information into internal representa-

tions; and b) the comparing of these representations; These opera-
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tions process linguistic information from the moment -that

nerve cells caned neurons_ convey auditory, visual, and various
its.

sensory ',inputs to the brain to the time when- the listener compares
. 4

the internal representation.(2) The listene* becomes an informa-

tion prOdessor capable not only of processing linguistic iniorma-

tion but also of presenting it to the brain as determined by

ternal lingui tic' structures as deep structure andia-pmantic memory.

These activitieS assume that there is a relationship between the

linguistic system a d the neurological System in man the nature

of which is_urtelear.

Semantics begins with the learAing and understanding of indi-'

victual lexical items; When a person studies and gradually masters

a vocabulary; he acquires a wealth of information related to it.

This information'\may relate to the spelling of theword, its pro-
-

nunciation; etymology,' syntactic category, and inflected forms:.

An unabridged dictionary will provide such information as well as

phrases suggesting different meanings; sentences illustrating

its use; comments on the use of nearly synonymous words; and,

in some instances; even pictures or tables where appropriate.(3)

The definitions of such words allow the speaker not only to learn

the meaning of such lexical items but to establish conceptual

relations with othei words thereby broadening the semantic reper-

toire related to a particular word;

The vocabulary which an individual has -learned may be con.,-*

sidered as his "mental lexicon". It may be thought of as a fixed

data base which can be utilized by active elements of the language
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protessijIg systet. As the speaker uses.vocabuIary to communicate

with others he must employ certain grammatical patterns ordered

in a particular sequence imposed- by the language he is using. ThiS

is the linguistic context. In it,`1%ords place ce -tain constraints

or limitations on each other as they appear in phrases and senten-
;

des.

Besides the linguistic/ context; the speaker deals with the

situational context, that , the role that'situations play in the

acquisition of lexical concepts. This would be particularly true

in the case of spoken language but not'so in"wrAtteri language. This

s

st

is not to infer that wr'itten; languAge iS free of 'situational con-
.

text. As RingIe (1982) ekpIaIns: "Written language ip largely para-
.

sitic on situational conventions establishe4 in spoken language;
*

these conventions are imported in writteli language either explicit=

ly (as in the case of narrative)' r kas in the case of,

letters of spedthes)."(4)1_

Finally; there is the intentional context; This means that

prior to comprehending what has been communicated by the speaker;

the listener must know something. about the ntention of the speaker.

This enables the listener to makes appropriate inferences with

respect to the vocabulary of tlie-Speaker as well as his purposes

and beliefs. If the listener is unfamiliar with the purposes or.
I

beliefs of the speaker; then he may not be abIe to understand what

the speaker is attemp\ting to convey.
,

These three contexts - linguistici situationali-and intentional

are integral elements in the lexical semantic acquisition process of
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the speaker. He relies very strongly on words and their meanings,

as well as on phrases, clauses, and sentenc'es; Words are basibly

Important and when one considers ward' meaning he 'distinguishes
_

four aspects: a) 'teferentiaI; b) denotative;,c) associative, and

d,) affective, Each of these refers toa. different component of

aspect of a person's reaction 4.o a word.meaning or

4 Glucksburg an -1)--

a different

( 1975) have

nition of word_menaings:

provided a very compzehensive defi-

. The set of possible meanings of- any given word _is the
set of possible feefings, images 4deasconcepts.
thoughts and_inferences that a person rrilight_produce
when that word is heard'and procbssed. ThiS implies
that word comprehension4 like_speech_perception,_is an
activec6nsttuctive process that is highly sensitive
to both linguistic and social-physical contexts.(5).

Ahe referential compo of the meaning of alvskr_d_is the

particular object, event or relationship specified by a word.

It is specific. and not generic, and depends to a great extept on the
Nts

context. Unless thiS is knti*ni it i8 very difficult if not impossible

to establish what a particular word refers to.

The denotative meaning of a word ins the generic idea which
o

that word represents; A denotative relationship can be esablished

among words through some type of classification system demonstta-
,

tinthe concepts which those words' show.

The third aspect is the associative meaning word and is

interpreted to be "the sum total of all the things a given pdkso

thinks of when he hears the word; Thit kind Of meaning'- the patterns

of responses to a word - is somewhat similar to'denotative meaning

but is far less Systematic; (6) Mord associations are created in

a

ir



the brain reflecting a knowledge of the anguage and of the world:

Adults reveal word association patterns whiCh appear to be rather

homogeneous and predictable.and are somewhat-different from
_

ren's which are rather varied.

'finally ;-the_fourthiaspect of word meaning is the affective

dimensicirr.' This relates to the feeling which the speaker or listener

displays about a particular concept. Fear; love hate; may be some

Of the emotions which accompany the aescriptions ofMeanings of

certain words. Because of their nature, emotions have a tendency

to influence the word meaning _.a--ra.tql-er subjective manner.

In the process of mental abstraction of concept8 and -meanings;

one often deals with semantic memory; a term Used very frequently;,,
--

and which has been defined as:

a mental thesaurus organized knew/ledge a person
possesses about words -and other_ verbaa_symbols;.
their meanings -and referents; about_ relations
among.them; and about rules...for_the manipulations
Of these symbols, concepts, telatioh8. (7)

Semantic memory stores a repertoire of mental representations 'or-

images of words and the many features associated with them including

their_ meanings.. For this reason; it is stated that Memory is' a

semantically based system..After the listener has abstracted mean-
,

ing trom a syntactic structure; memory discards
t

the structure'since
-. -

it no longer apepars'to serve a useful purpose.

The nature and function of semantic memory has been a topic
,

..

of considerable interest among researchers. Norlin (1980) reviewed

studies of fnformation retrieval by'adult subjects and concluded
5

that the-process of lexical semantic storage and retrieval reqUired
.

two-elements: a).1exical nodes (either words or concepts) and 2)
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arcs encoding relations which would link these nodes. He interpreted_

the meaning of an individual word to consist of a unique. constelIa-

tion of other lexical nodes; each connected to the target word by

particular relational arc. Ie hypothesized that the growth of a

lexical semantic system implied the ability to join' appropriate
, .

lexical items using a variety of these relational arcs; He

ded that the active construct ion of certain types of relationships

wit words Appeared to be, at the basis of lexical' d syntactic.

sem ntic deveIopment.(8) He experimented With forty eight children;

twel e each at ages three; four; five; and six yeaxsSby asking them

to de ine and describe ten concrete nouns with no attendant visual

stimu . *The responses, revealed nineteen different semantic relation-
.

ships in the definitions presented; and exceptional differences

were-obse ved between-the age levels in the several arrangements
_

of sem tic relational categories appearing in,the SitSt'five
_ .

relations btained from each child by'4each nouniNorlin's findings

suggested that the knowledge about word meaning contributed by the.

childrenthrough their definitions and descriptions might also be
0

a clue to 'the development of lexical semantic memory structure.

The definitions and descrIptions furthermore provide the contextual

frames in whin the lexical items are stored and demonstrate certain
A 4

characteristics from Long-term semantic memory storage which must be

. infered from single - .word associations (9)
__ _

Figueroa; Gonzalez; and Solis (1976) studied the problem of

meaning and observed how. themeaning of a word is embedded in .its

relationships with others in memory. The role played by memory is

one of n actiVe reconstructive process which recovers information
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which has been stored. Memory'sselective_processesdetermine

the quality of response thereby establishing some limitations on

the -typej,f-.data tpat are used to formulat.therespouse. Accord.--.

'ing to the researchers; the semantic _netw rk of a concept is created

y the Concepts organizd in MerirOry and the
-

elements of the 'network

are based on their class and-properties and nbt on the strength

-(7

Of their association.(10)-

Nagata (198.1)_ studied semantic relations as they are influen-

cedced by word order and grammatical markers. sing an artificial
r .

linguistic sySt.en; he anaiyzed the effectiveness'of word order, and

grammatical markers as,syntactic. indicators of semantic relations:

The reason.for theduse of word order and grammatical marVers was

that they are two of the most used syntactic devices to express
3

".

semantic relations in nktural languages, The results of the ekperin

.Ment indicated th'at semantic,interpretation,waspossible for

bjects given fixed word order sentences with or without markers

as .well for subjects\ given the markers in random word order

sentences.-The results__do also revealed that word order was more effi-=
0

cient than grammatical markers'as clues to semantic relations and
*

that the critical conditionifor the acquisition of language was

the constant coVailation of linguisfid structure with semantic or

referentiaIcontext.(II)
4 ..

Th4 nature of semantic development in children was.studied

by Donaldson and McGarrigle(1973).;,The subjects °tithe experiment

were 40 pre-sChool children between the agesOf three and five

and of different socioeconoTic backgroUnds. The taSk8' assigned to

the subjects were similar to conservation tests in that a judment was
A



elicited from the child initially 'a change introduced which was

irrelevant; and a judgment elicited again. Some'of the-children

chAnged their. judgmen -hen faced with- the irrelevant changes. The

children did not interpret the questions in Vays-consistent through-
. .

out the testing. The researeheriobtained evidence suggesting that.

Children utilize three kind s- of rules: lexibal rules; syntactic _

rules;. and localruieS. Lexiical ruleS relate to the meanings of

individual words and are not finely speCified. They place few
,v

tations on the interypretation be given the utterance- Syntactic)
.

rules also impose fezy limitations when compared to the

placed on adult intei'pretaion. Local rules Ateract

and syntactic rules in;ways which are vital to the infA-pretatIon_

constraints'

thlexicaI

of utterances. They help to determrne those features of the referent

tob6 choSen as criteria for- assigning tri4th lalues when the linguis-

tic rules leave the matter vague(12) They are called local. rules
k ....

because they rel-ate with the circumstanpes locally existing which
-,. : .

.- , 111-

permit an utterance to be interpreted in one way. or another
,)

Harris (1974.)_researched another semanti-o 'relation...1,14p within

a language -1.ystem; that of inclusiim A hyponymyiwhich is ithpOr-
. 4

t _for semantic memory. Its importanceezton the. fact th tt

permits economy: thus; if there are several terms Witch. D:re stored
1-.

._ ._ _ \- '-,

in subordinate re14tionship, th common attAbutes to those terms:-
. .

may be store singly with the superordinate rather than" ltiply
1 A

with a large se of subordinates.-Iff his experiments;with childlent
_ _ ,e

between the ages o' 5 and 7; Harris demcinPtrated.that,nciMinal -
..--- =1,-

.

predication of an unknown word by a stipeordinate term enabled
.

. _
..o .

young-children to make appropriate inferences concerningps

4.
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attributes. The investigator concluded that:

(
young childrelacan draw, reasonable inferences about
an entity which has ben defined by simples predicaA
tion. They infer that-theUntity,,So defined,' possesses
attributes common to'members of the superOrdinate cate-
gory arid lacks attributes which are not possessed: Se*-
condly, subjects have an impl -icit, notioh of a class and
Its members; Thas; although a member is' assumed to have
the attributes, of its class; dt is, not identified with
other Members of its clasp unless it shares thp appro-
prdae distinguishing attributes. (13)

k

De Villiers and de Villiers .(1972) experimented with two and

three year old children in a game playkd with hand puppets.. Their

purpose w to study early-judgments of semantic and syntactic

..accektabllity by Chil en; The type of sentences used was simple

_imperatives and each f the cbiIcilren was asked to correct those
:''

:----.

he called 4,wrong". All the childred in the study were able to

correctly act out reversible active sentences. Three of the four

children who were unable to make correct judgments of reverse order

imperatives were over generalizing the ;active sentence order w

&

en

: asked to act out a reversible passive sentence.. The findings of

the researchrs indicaredthat preservation of appropriate word order

in spontaneous speech and the useof word order information in compre-

hension occur well before the' ability to make metalinguistjc judg-

ments of-correct and reversed .word order; Qf major importance to,;...

. . .

psy cbolinguistic researali the finding that correct judgments

and corrections of semantic anomaIypouId b encii-e4 from chiTdren

.,

. who were unable make correct judgments synta tic acceptability

ThiS judgment method may prdvide an nsigh .tnto the early semantic
.. =

deVelopment of the child.. (14)

The flexibility of semantc mdffiory perMits a person equal

facility in tte reccignition ofactive sentences and passive sentences..

(i
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James and Abrahamsoz (1977) obtained data from three experiments

<
in which' recognition memory for active and passive sentences was

compareA: he_findings-indicated that there was no storage advan-

.tagefc&active over passive sentences; observing that the advan,

tage usually noted on recall experiMent's is the result of Teconstruc-
,

.,tive processes. The authors observed` "We feel that'our data place

an important restriction on theories of syntactic memory:viz., that

the psychological representation of 'it passiVe sentence not be more

complex than that of an active sentence." (15)
---

Thus far, the discussion has focused on seman -tic theory,
,

comprehension, and the nature and function of semantic memory AS

"described incthe findings of a number of researchers. Let us turn

our attention now to the linguistic phenomenon known as bilingual-

ism a semanti emory; The question that has frequently been

raisedds whether person.who speaks two languages haS a single

semantic system or whether there is abgeparate system f-or each

language.'Rosenberg and Simon (I e77) explored the integration and

storage of semantic information from various modalities in memory;

They were interested in finding jwhether related ideas in French

and English, or in pictures,and sentences; resulted in asingle

representition in memory or were two modaliiy-dependent ones.

-Items containing different mbdag,ities were prevented to the sUbject

_who were then asked if subsequently presented items were of were not

'identical with the former, ones: The results indicated that :pictures

and. sentences had very similar semantic.systems; perhapS the ame

; semantic system,: underlying them.The subjects showed-evidenc that

they had similar systems for both pictures and sentences.iTtie expressed

11
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confusion as t9 whether they had; seen a pictAre or a sentence

'which revealed` the some meaning because they integrated a list of.
.

rlated senVentes and pictures: The researchers concludedthat =the

,bilingual subjects had very similar, if not identical, semantic:

systems for English and French and that they integrated informa-

tion across modalities into a single underlying semantic represen-
t

tation. (1.6)
' \\.

Paid and Lambert (1979) studied the cognitive prodessing

strate,oes of two groups of French-English bilinguals through the

use of an auditory Stop test designed to evaluate Cerebral hemi-

spheric involvement. An area of interest to the researchers was the

age of onset of_ bilingualism since this appears to be a distinguish=
.

ing factor between 'groups of bilinguals according to findings of

behavieraland neurobehavioral studies; Those whip become bilingual.

at infancy seem pp2utiIize an analytic, semantic approach to the

proces'Sing of verbal material whiel those who acquire'bilingual "Sm

during :theiir adolescence use an approach to language processing

which relies On extrralingu'istic features of language stimuli. ;There-

fore, d Lambert ermined the processing strategies ofea!rly
N

; as well as the sex variable in the IOrali-and l e bilingu

zation context. The findings suggest that the preferred processing
,

strategy of early bilinguals is primarily semantic. They indicated

that tilt, onsetof bilingualism was an important-factor which-influen;-

\.A
.ced one's approach to verbal information and the- involvement of the,

I

two hemispheres The cOnclusiodssuppoftthe belief that the process-.

ing strategy,used by early biIinguaas'versuslate bilinguals ;fot

1
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both of their laffguages relied more on the left hemisphere versus

the right hemisphere Females seemeePto rely less than males on

the left hemisphere in their analysis of meaning of verbal stimuli.(17)

Ehri and Ryan (1980) conducted_a study related to the storage

and accessibility of words in the semantic memory of Spanish - English

adults. The picture-word interference task was administered be-

cauSe it permits a more general examination of the bilingual's iexical

storage and retrieval since the vocabulary used is not limited to

color words. This method includes a comparison of the times taken

to name, a series of pictures with and without distracting words

printed on the pictures. The purpose of the study with the Spanish-

English bilingual adults was to determine whether=the Same lexical

access processes of bilinguals in the color -word task also under-

lieland account for performancelin the picture-word interference

task. If bilinguals were to-keep their lexicons separate during

picture naffing; then distractor words in the same language as the

requested picture names would create substantial interference

whereas distractor words in the nonactive language would produce

very interference-Intheevent_that there were intermixing

of the two languages in semantic,-memory; words from both Iznguage.s

would produce substantial and:equivalent-interference. Pictures

were presented with Spanish words naming other objects, with

English translations and 'with X's; Spanish and English distractor

words contributed. tO'slow 40Wn piCturenaming in both languages.

On the first trial; Spanish words produced more interference .than

English words although the pa.ti6in was reversed after that.
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The findings by Ehri and Ryan revealed that bilinguals'

suffered substantial interference from printed words in a.picture-.

naming task',whether the names of the pictures and the words came

from the same or different language. This would dicate that

Vb-cabill4tY items from different languages are closely and auto

matically connected in semani,... memory and that the 'bilingual,

cannot turn off s nonactive language; Greater intra than inter-,

lingual interfere noted. among bilinguals- naming pictures

in English; This would seem to indicate that "the lexicon of a

bilingual is integrated but that the distance betWeen two words

Within a single language is 1esS than the distance between one of

the words and.a translation of the other word across languages in

semantic memory;"(18)

Caramazza and Brones (19'86) studied semantic classification by

bilinguals; They conducted two experiments designed to test Whether

bilinguals had shared Or separate semantic memory representations

for their two languages. The subjects were ten Spanish-English

bilinguals from the Johns Hopkins University who volunteered for the

experiment; All subjects were native speakers of Spanish who ranged

_ in their self-ratings of bilingual fluency from good to excellent.

The experimental task utilized in both of the experiments called on
_ .

the subjects to determine.as quicklvet possible whether a noun be-

longed to a- particular. Category; The words in each category - instance

pair could be either from the same language (e.g; furniture-chair) or

different rnguages'(e;g; furniture-silla). No effects of language

condition (same/different languages) were obtained in either experi-

Ment. The authors concluded that, the pattern of significant' effects

14



obtained for ttypicality and distance dimensions"suggested that

bilinguals processed semantic memory information in the same way
.

in their two languages and in the .same way as monolingual speakers;4

14

There was nothing to suggest that speakers of two languages had

separate semantic nemovrepresentationt. for each of their languages.

Thus,. at was-appropriate to conclude that bilinguals had a single

semantic representation serving two distinct sets of lexical entries

for the two languages.(19)

Kintsch and4Kintsch (1969) did research on, interlinguaI inter-

ference and memory processes in eight biliJigual'subjects. The first

language of four of the subjects was American'English and they were.

eittyer students or instructors at the University o$ California at

Riverside who had lived at least nine months: in a German-speaking.

environment. The other four subjects spoke German as their first

language and had lived 1n the United States for various periods over

nine months. All of the subjects had originally learned their second

language in school. The bilingual subjects learned eight-item paired-!

associate lists with four English and four German words as stimuli

and the digits 1-8 ap responses. Four translated word pairs were used

as stimulus teAs for Experimental lists and unrelated words were

used for Control lists. In the first experiment; performance was

retarded when translated word pairs were used in a rote learning

task which mainly. involved secondary memory. The researcher's assumed'

that paired-associ.ate learning was dependent on secondary. memory

processes and that the meaning of a particular. word was a relevant

factori4or storage in secondary memory. Consequently, semantic
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similarity was expected to retard pair-associate learning. Inter-

\ lingual interference was observed in that the Experimental lists

Were harder4rto learn than the Control Iists.In the second experiment,

the probe lists were recalled eqUally well regardless of eXperimen=

tal conditions. The semantic relationship between translated word

pairs did not produce interference in.thiS taSk; that is, it did not

influence the performance of the subjects, probably because they

responded to the sound of the words rather than to their meaning.

This is characteristic of primary memory storage in which the

sound dr1 verbal item is retained for a short period of time.

The authors concluded that semantic relationships between WbrdS

different languages influence tasks involving secondary memory;

Furthermore, there was no"interlingual interference in a second learn-

ing situation which depended mostly upon pri112Axe'memory. (20)

Tulving and Colotla (1970) experimented with free recall

trilingual lists by six subjects all;of whom were proficient in

English, French, 'and Spanish, and most spoke.one or more other lan-

gUage. These speakers had to recall unilingual; bilingual and

trilingual lists. The researchers found that recall of words froM

primary memory was identical for unilingual and multilingual liStS;

2) that recall of words from secondary memory was greater in unilin-

guaI than bilingual lists; and greater in bilingual than trilingual

liStS; 3) that recall of words in the language prctdiicing best recall

Under unilingual conditions was greatly impaired under bilingual and

trilingual conditions; while recall of words in the language produ-

ding least unilingual recall suffered relatively little i airment
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in bilingual and trilingual lists. Finally, the researche'l's noted

that in recalling words from bilingual'and trilingual lists, 'the

subjects in the experiment tended to follow the recall of a word in

one language more frequently with the recall of a word in the. other

or another langUage than with a word in the\same language. Teir
-

findings simply corroborate the general conclusions recorded by
i

7Kintsch and Kintsch (1969) that semantic relationships between words
-4

in different languages influence tasks secondary memory;,

but not those involving primary memory. From the revious observa-

tions; one can document -the following conclusions of the experiment:

a) a multilingual person's.'different languages exis in relative iso-

lation from each of er; b) organization of list words into higher-or-

der memory units is more difficult between different 1 guages than

within a single language; and o) lower recall of multilingual lists

reflects, reduced accdssibility of information about list words.(21)

In his study of cerebral organization in bilinguals, Gordon

(1980) discussed lateralization and commented on how the question

Of hemisphcric.dominance for semantic processing was less clear,

It was noted how the right hemisphere,Contributed.greatly to audi.

tory comprehension and semantic pr cessing but it did not contri-

bute as much to phonetic or syntactic processing.Gordon reinforced

the fact that in his study there was evidence that the right hemisphere

contributed to semantic procieWng thereby playing a vital role in

the manner in which information is storgd in memory.(22)

In addition to experiments on the function .of semantic memory

in bilinguals; other researchers have developed a dual-coding model

of language and coviti . Paivio and Desrochers (1980) explained .
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the essential features of this model by-proposing a theoretical.

frameworkfor'aspects of bilingual,memory and performance Which

had been considered in relative. isolation from each-other. There

are three systems: the two verbal Symbolic systems that underlie

bilingual'S two languages)tnd.a thir&(image)SysteM tepoh8i=

ble for processing information about nonverbal objects and events.

A princip.l feature of the systems is that they are able'to function

independently. They can interact because of interconnections that

permit one system to initiate activity in another. Knowledge of:th

world is represented in the image system which is"connected to

both verbal systems., Representations corresponding- to translation'

eCtiValents serve to interconnect the verbal system; thiS allows

for one==to=one relations as compared to the one- to- many,Telations

that characterize the associative networks within each language

system;(23) Only research can test the validity ottlie premises

upon which the model has been constructed.

'An attempt-has been made to discuss semantic, theory, its
_ .

relation to' comprehension, the nature and functlon of semantic

memory and what some researchers have learned with respect to

semantic memory and bilinfuals'The findings of investigators

briefly discussed this paper seem to confirm the following
.

general obServations regarding semantic memory and bilinguals:

(1) ther'e is integration and storage of semantic information
.

rom various modalities in memory; (2) one semantic memoy-existsti

bilinguals with'labels from each of the language systems; (3)
C 1

p r
,-

the preferred' roceesing strategies of early bilinguals fo ver-..
pi

, -
, I

-bal stimuli are analytic, .-Semaitti ; (4) vocabulary items from

18



4
different languaggs are closely and automatically connect in

.

. semantic memory and the bilingual can'turn off his nonactive lan-

guage;15) bilinguals process semantic memory information in thel

18

same way in theLK two langdages in the same manner as mopolinguals;-

an d (6) semantic relaticinshipsbetEeen words in different languag
1

influence tasks involving s econdary memory; Semantic memory in b

lingual§ still remains an interesttg and .excitingoi)ic or

research, and investigators have just begun to explore its mystexqes.

..

ci

Ts,
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